
INVISIBLE ALIGNERS

INVISIBLE ALIGNERS are new improved quality aligners through its 
unique process. These provide a hygienic, convenient and a clear 
solution for the correction of malocclusion without having to wear 
brackets and wires. These have proven to be successful in correction of 
a variety of dental problems like proclination and irregular arrangement 
including mild & moderate cases.

Many adults spend their entire lives covering their mouths when they 
laugh, smile or talk. They feel stuck because they do not want to wear 
braces due to pain, irritation, discomfort and social inhibitions. Now 
there is an effective, safe and clinically proven cosmetic solution that 
fits your lifestyle. So if you are planning to correct your malocclusion 
without any discomfort or social inhibitions, invisible braces can be the 
right choice for you. Invisible Aligners also offer predictable results 
visualization even before the treatment begins.

Cosmetic dentistry procedures involve a certain set of procedures that 
can help you improve your overall facial aesthetics along with your oral 
health. Invisible aligners are very much a part of cosmetic dentistry 
procedures to enhance esthetics along with oral health. These clear 
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aligners not only gradually correct the alignment of your teeth, but also 
offer an invisible solution so that no one can know that you’re aligning 
or straightening your teeth.

Advantages of invisible braces:

 CUSTOMIZED: Your doctor will take precise impressions and 
customize your aligners for your teeth.

 CLEAR: they are virtually invisible. Hardly anyone gets to know 
you’re straightening your teeth. So now you can align your teeth 
and get the smile you always desired without having any social 
inhibitions.

 REMOVABLE: You can remove invisble Aligners to eat, drink, 
brush, floss or for special occasions.

 COMFORTABLE: With invisible aligners, the edges are smooth so 
they won’t irritate your gums or cheeks.

 PREDICTABLE & EFFECTIVE: With invisible aligners for small to 
moderate types of dental alignment or irregularity problems, You 
can see the treatment outcome even before starting it and start 
enjoying a better smile even before completing the treatment.

Only obvious low point is it cannot be used as a treatment option 
for all types of dental alignment or irregularity problems, only an 
Orthodontist will be able to tell the patient whether a patient can 
use invisible braces. 

Please contact The Smile Expert, Tirupur, mobile: 9176096476
Check our website for more details:
http://thesmileexpert.weebly.com
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INVISIBLE ALIGNERS are new improved quality aligners through its unique process. These provide a hygienic, convenient and a clear solution for the correction of malocclusion without having to wear brackets and wires. These have proven to be successful in correction of a variety of dental problems like proclination and irregular arrangement including mild & moderate cases.
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Many adults spend their entire lives covering their mouths when they laugh, smile or talk. They feel stuck because they do not want to wear braces due to pain, irritation, discomfort and social inhibitions. Now there is an effective, safe and clinically proven cosmetic solution that fits your lifestyle. So if you are planning to correct your malocclusion without any discomfort or social inhibitions, invisible braces can be the right choice for you. Invisible Aligners also offer predictable results visualization even before the treatment begins. 

Cosmetic dentistry procedures involve a certain set of procedures that can help you improve your overall facial aesthetics along with your oral health. Invisible aligners are very much a part of cosmetic dentistry procedures to enhance esthetics along with oral health. These clear aligners not only gradually correct the alignment of your teeth, but also offer an invisible solution so that no one can know that you’re aligning or straightening your teeth.

Advantages of invisible braces: 

· CUSTOMIZED: Your doctor will take precise impressions and customize your aligners for your teeth.



· CLEAR: they are virtually invisible. Hardly anyone gets to know you’re straightening your teeth. So now you can align your teeth and get the smile you always desired without having any social inhibitions.



· REMOVABLE: You can remove invisble Aligners to eat, drink, brush, floss or for special occasions.



· COMFORTABLE: With invisible aligners, the edges are smooth so they won’t irritate your gums or cheeks.



· PREDICTABLE & EFFECTIVE: With invisible aligners for small to moderate types of dental alignment or irregularity problems, You can see the treatment outcome even before starting it and start enjoying a better smile even before completing the treatment.



Only obvious low point is it cannot be used as a treatment option for all types of dental alignment or irregularity problems, only an Orthodontist will be able to tell the patient whether a patient can use invisible braces. 



Please contact The Smile Expert, Tirupur, mobile: 9176096476

Check our website for more details:

http://thesmileexpert.weebly.com
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